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Almtract. In an earlier paper, one of the authors introduced a record-based data model for 
describing historical data for objects (here called 'object histories'). The major construct in the 
model is a computation-tuple sequence scheme (abbreviated CSS) which specifies the set of all 
possible "valid" object histories for the same type of object. In a follow-up article, the effect of 
interval queries on object histories was examined. In the present research, the effect of projections 
on object histories i  studied. Specifically, the topic under investigation here is when the projection 
of the set of all valid object histories described by one CSS is the set of all valid histories described 
by some other CSS. Among the results obtained are a necessary and sufficient condition, as well 
as a practical sufficiency condition. 
Introduction 
In [1], the notion of a record-based data model for describing historical data 
(here called 'object history') was introduced and some elementary properties noted. 
The major construct in the model is a 'computation-tuple sequence scheme' (abbrevi- 
ated CSS), which specifies the set of all possible 'valid' object histories for the same 
type of object. In [2], the effect of 'interval queries' was examined. For a variety of 
reasons (simplicity, security, display purposes, etc.), the valid object histories may 
be of concern only with respect to a subset of the attributes. The purpose of the 
present paper is to study the effect of projections on object histories. Specifically, 
we look at the question of when the projection of the set of all valid histories 
described by one CSS is the set of all valid object histories described by some other 
CSS. 
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Informally, an object history is a historical record of an object. (Here, each object 
stands for an individual 'thing' or 'entity', such as the electricity usage in a specific 
individual residence or a specific person's checking account, etc.). An object history 
is viewed as a sequence of occurrences, each occurrence consisting of some input 
data and, possibly, some calculation. (For example, in an electricity-usage history, 
one occurrence might be, in part, the current meter reading and current price per 
kiloWatthour, together with the computation ofthe kWh consumption and consumer 
cost. In a checking-account history, one occurrence might be, in part, the amount 
to be deposited or withdrawn, together with the computation of the new balance 
and new daily minimum balance.) In the model, each object history is represented 
as a sequence of tuples (over the same attributes), called a 'computation-tuple 
sequence'. A CSS is a construct which defines the set of all possible 'valid' computa- 
tion-tuple sequences (e.g., the set of all possible 'valid' electricity-usage histories). 
It consists of (a) a set of attributes, partitioned into state, input, and evaluation 
attributes, according to their roles; (b) appropriate functions which calculate values 
for state and evaluation attributes; (c) semantic onstraints whose satisfaction is to 
hold uniformly throughout a computation-tuple sequence; and (d) a set of specific 
computation-tuple s quences of some bounded length with which to start a valid 
computation-tuple sequence until all state and evaluation functions can be applied. 
A computation-tuple sequence is valid if it starts with one of the given specific 
sequences of (d), uses the state and evaluation functions of (b) to obtain its 
state-attribute and evaluation-attribute values, and satisfies the semantic onstraints 
of (c). 
The paper is divided into six sections plus this Introduction. Section 1 reviews 
the model for object histories. Section 2 concerns anecessary and sufficient condition 
(Theorem 2.4) for the projected set to be described by a CSS. In addition, the 
important notion of membership-W-independence is introduced. This concept, in 
conjunction with varying technical conditions, is used several times in the sequel 
to guarantee that the projected set be described by a CSS having specific properties. 
Section 3 deals with two sufficiency hypotheses, one general (Theorem 3.2) and the 
other special (Theorem 3.4), but useful, for the projected set to be specified by a 
CSS. Section 4 presents four examples pertaining to Theorems 2.4, 3.2, and 3.4. 
Section 5 extends Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 so that if the original CSS is 'local', so is 
the 'end' CSS. Finally, the last section exhibits a simple class of CSS to show that 
the existence of a CSS to define the projected set is recursively unsolvable. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, we review the model of object history as introduced in [1]. The 
reader is referred to [1] for a more detailed iscussion. 
To motivate the formalization, we present an example concerning the object 
history of electricity usage. (Other examples are given in the sequel and in [1].) 
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Example 1.1 (Electricity usage). Consider the following for the usage of electricity 
in an individual residence. Once a month, a meter (ranging from 0 to 99,999) is 
read and the number of kiloWatthours since the last reading computed. Based on 
the current price per kiloWatthour, the consumer's bill is then calculated. To detect 
irregularities, uch as meter malfunctioning or power tapping, whenever monthly 
usage exceeds 3,000 kiloWatthours there is an automatic investigation by the electric 
company and a bill determination made depending on the findings. A typical example 
of an object history (here, an individual's electricity usage is regarded as an object) 
is given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Electricity usage. 
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 
(year) (month) (kWh (price (kWh (cost) 
reading) per kWh) consumption) 
u I 1982 12 1033 0.06 0 0 
u 2 1983 1 1133 0.06 100 6.39 
u 3 1983 2 1223 0.07 90 6.71 
Other examples of object histories arise in credit-card accounting, checking- 
account plans, and inventory controls. 
Informally, an object history is a sequence of occurrences, each occurrence 
consisting of some information about previous occurrences (memory), some input 
data, and (possibly) some calculation. The model for describing object histories 
such as those in Example 1.1 consists of a set of'valid computation-tuple sequences' 
and a 'computation-tuple sequence scheme'. Each computation tuple corresponds 
to an occurrence, and a valid computation-tuple sequence to a possible object history 
(always for the same object). The computation-tuple sequence scheme is a construct 
whose purpose is to define a set of valid (for the same object) sequences of 
computation tuples. It consists of 
(A1) a set of attributes, partitioned into memory, input, and computation 
attributes; 
(A2) appropriate functions which calculate values for the computation and 
memory attributes; 
(A3) semantic onstraints involving the order of the computation tuples; and 
(A4) specific sequences (the 'initialization') with which to start he valid computa- 
tion-tuple sequences. 
A computation-tuple sequence is valid if it starts with one of the sequences in (A4), 
uses the functions in (~2) to calculate its memory-attribute and computation- 
attribute values, and satisfies the semantic onstraints of (A3). 
Throughout, Don~ is an infinite set of elements (called domain values) and Uoo 
is an infinite set of symbols (called attributes). For each A in U~, Dom(A) (called 
the domain of A) is a subset of Dorr~ of at least two elements. All attributes 
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considered are assumed to be elements of U~o. The symbols A, B, and C (possibly 
subscripted) denote attributes and U (possibly subscripted or primed) denotes a 
nonempty finite set of attributes. 
Let X be a nonempty, finite set of attributes and A1 , . . . ,  A, some fixed listing 
of the distinct elements of X. Then (X) denotes the sequence A I . . .  A,, and 
Dom((X)) the Cartesian product Dora(A1)×.- .×Dom(A,) .  For i>~2, (XIAi) 
denotes the prefix A1...  AH.  (A prefix of a sequence p~.. .  p,, is a subsequence of
the form p~ . . .  Pi for some i, 1 ~< i <~ m.) If Y is a nonempty subset of X, then (Y) 
denotes the obvious subsequence of (X). 
We are now ready for the basic notions of a computation tuple and a computation- 
tuple sequence. 
Definition. A computation tuple over (U) is an ordered pair ((U), u), or u when 
(U) is understood, where u is an element in Dom((U)). 
Observe that a computation tuple as defined above is a sequence of attributes 
together with an element in the corresponding Cartesian product. Intuitively, it is 
a snapshot which represents memory, input information, and computation. The 
order of the attributes is important since some calculations depend on earlier (in 
the same computation tuple) calculations. 
Since our concern is with a history and not with a snapshot, our interest is not 
with one computation tuple but with a sequence of computation tuples. This leads 
to the following definition. 
Definition. A computation-tuple sequence over (U) is a nonempty, finite sequence 
of computation tuples over (U). The set of all computation-tuple s quences over 
(U) is denoted by SEQ((U)). 
Unless otherwise stated, u, v, and w, possibly subscripted or primed, always 
represent computation tuples. Similarly, ti, ,5, and ~ always represent computation- 
tuple sequences. 
With respect o (A1), we have the following definition. 
Definition. An attribute scheme over (U) is a triple ((S), (I), (E)), where S,/,  and 
E are pairwise disjoint subsets of U (of state, input, and evaluation attributes, 
respectively), with S and I nonempty and (U) = (S)(I)(E). (Given sequences (UI) = 
A1.. .  Am1 and (U2)= B1...  Bm~, (Ut)(U2) = Am,... Am, B~... Bm~.) 
Using the previous notion, we now formalize (A2). 
Definition. A computation scheme (abbreviated CS) 
((S), (I), (E), ~f, ~:), where 
(1) ((S), (I), (E)) is an attribute scheme over (U); 
over (U) is 1 a 5-tuple cg = 
i More precisely, over ((S), (I), (E)). Throughout this paper, the faetorization of (U) into the desired 
state attributes, input attributes, and evaluation attributes will be obvious. 
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(2) ~f = {ecl C in E, ec a partial function (called an evaluation function) from 
Dom((U)) pc x Dora(( U[ C)) into Dom(C) for some nonnegative integer Pc}; and 
(3) 3: = {fAIA in S, fA a partial function (called a state function) from Dom((U)) 
into Dora(A)}. 
The integer Pc is called the rank of ec, and p(~)=max{pc,  1 [ec in ~} the rank 
of ~. 
Thus, the rank of a computation scheme is the minimum number of previous 
computation tuples on which each computation tuple computationally depends. 
Intuitively, input-attribute values come from the outside world. Current state- 
attribute values are strictly determined from the immediately previous computation 
tuple and are recorded prior to the input. (They represent memory.) That is, a state 
function fA maps the immediately previous computation tuple (whose domain is 
Dom((U))) to the current value of the state attribute A. An evaluation-attribute 
value is determined from previous computation tuples and all the current attribute 
values up to the one under consideration. State functions and evaluation functions 
are partial functions ince some combination of domain values may not be allowed. 
Example 1.1 (continued). A CS ~= ((S), (I), (E), ~, 30 for the electricity-usage 
situation is as follows (the domains being the obvious ones). 
(a) (S) = AIA2, where A~ = year and A2 = month. 
(b) ( I )= B~B2, where B1 = number (in terms of kiloWatthours, rounded off to 
the nearest integer) on the meter, and B2 = current price per kiloWatthour. 
(c) ~E)= C1(72, where (71 = number of kiloWatthours since the last reading, and 
(72 = total cost (including 6~% sales tax). 
(d) ~ = {ecl, ec~}, with ec, and ec2 the functions defined for all u~ and u2 in 
Dom((U)) by 2 
ecl( u,, u2[( U I C,)]) = (u2(31) - -  ul(B,)) mod 100,000, 
ec~(ul, u2[( UI C2)]) = u2(B2) x u2(C1) x 1.065. 
(Obviously, p(C¢) = 1.) 
(e) 3: = {fA1 ,fA2}, with fA, and fA~ the functions on Dom((U))defined for each u 
in Dom((U)) by fA~(u)=u(AO+l if u(A2)=12, fA,(u)=u(AO if l~<u(A2)<12, 
fA2(U)=u(A2)+ 1 if 1 <~ u(A2) < 12, and fA~(U) = 1 if u(A2) = 12. 
The purpose of a computation scheme is to select those computation-tuple 
sequences whose values for the state and evaluation attributes are ultimately deter- 
mined by the corresponding state and evaluation functions. More formally, we have 
the following notation. 
2 Let (U)  = A~... A, and (V) be a subsequence of (U). For each computation tuple u over (U), 
u[(V)] is the computation tuple v over (V) defined by v(A) = u(A) for each A in V. 
B/t~omoek 
' zn tmmv0ot~en ~omm~ 
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Notation. Let c£ = ((S), (I), (E), ~, ~) be a CS over (U). For each A and S and 
0# S 'c  S, let 
VSEQ(fA) ={Ul . . .  umlm>- 1,Uh(A) =fA(tth-1) for each h, 2<~ h~ m}, 
VSEQ({fAIA in S'})=(']Ai, s, VSEQ(fA). 
For each C in E and 0 # E '~ E, let 
VSEQ(ec)={ul. . .  Umlm  1, uh(C)= ec(Uh-pc,..., Uh-1, uh[<UIC)]) 
VSEQ({ecICinE'})= N VSEQ(ec). 
C in E '  
for each h, Pc < h <~ m}, 
Let VSEQ(0) = SEQ((U)) and VSEQ(~) = VSEQ(~) c~ VSEQ(~r). 
Thus, for fA~ as in Example 1.1, 
VSEQ(fA:) = { u l . . .  Um I m t> 1, uh (A2) = (uh-l(A2) + 1) mod 12 
= (Ul(A2) + h - 1) mod 12 for each h, 26  h <~ m}. 
Note that 
VSEQ(~f) = {ul . . .  u=lm>~ 1, Uh(C)=ec(Uh-pc,..., Uh-1, Uh[(UIC)] 
for each C in E and each h, Pc < h <~ m}, 
VSEQ(~) = {ua •. • Umlm >~ 1, uh(A)=fa(Uh-1) 
for each A in S and each h, 26  h ~< m}. 
Obviously, ti is in VSEQ(fA) iff each interval of ti of length 2 is in VSEQ(f,t); 
and t~ is in VSEQ(ec) iff each interval of t~ of length Pc + 1 is in VSEQ(ec). (An 
interval of a sequence Pl --- P,, is a subsequence of the form Pi . . .  Pi for some i and 
j, 1 ~< i <~j ~< m.) Clearly, VSEQ(q~) is an interval-closed set. 
Observe that VSEQ(fA) contains all computation tuples, and VSEQ(ec ) all compu- 
tation-tuple sequences of length at most pc. In effect, VSEQ(g), g a function, consists 
of all computation-tuple s quences which do not 'contradict' he functioning of g. 
To formalize (A3), we borrow the following notion (appropriately modified) from 
relational database theory. 
Definition. A constraint or over SEQ((U)) is a mapping over SEQ((U)) which assigns 
to each t~ in SEQ((U)) a value of 'true' or 'false'. If o-(a)=true, then t~ is said to 
satisfy or. For each set X of constraints over SEQ((U)), the set {t~ in SEQ((U))] t~ 
satisfies each o- in 2} is denoted by VSEQ(,Y). 
We shall usually define a constraint o" by just specifying VSEQ(o-). (We write 
VSEQ(cr) instead of the more formal VSEQ({cr}).) 
The concept of a constraint for computation-tuple sequences given above is too 
general for our purposes. Without a further limitation, we could obtain extremely 
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pathological sets of computation-tuple s quences. The types of constraints which 
seem to arise in realistic object histories, and to which we shall henceforth restrict 
ourselves, have the feature of being 'uniform'. These are characterized by the fact 
that satisfaction holds uniformly throughout a computation-tuple s quence, i.e., 
holds in every interval of a computation-tuple s quence. 
Definition. A constraint tr over SEQ((U)) is uniform if Ul . . .  Us in VSEQ(tr) implies 
us... uj in VSEQ(o'), for all u~. . .  Us in SEQ((U)) and all i and j, 1 <~i<~j<~ m. 
Clearly, VSEQ(,Y) is interval-closed for each set ,Y of uniform constraints. 
Example 1.1 (continued). There is only one constraint here, namely, the condition 
o" that the monthly usage not exceed 3,000 kiloWatthours. That is, ul . . .  Uk is in 
VSEQ(tr) iff in no month more than 3,000 kiloWatthours i used. Formally, we may 
define ,Y as follows. 
(f) Z = {tr}, where tr is the constraint over SEQ((U)) defined by u l . . .  Uk is in 
VSEQ(tr) if[ 
0<~ (ui+~(B~) - u~(B~)) mod 100,000~ < 3,000 for all i, 1 ~< i <~ k -  1. 
Clearly, c, is uniform. 
Example 1.2. Consider the seminar schedule of a database group in a computer 
science department. Each seminar occurrence u~ is a 3-tuple over the three attributes 
DATE, NAME and TITLE. Here, (a) ui(DATE) is the month, day, and year when the 
seminar is held, (b) ui(NAME) is the name of a student who presents a paper, and 
(c) u~(TITLE) is the title of the paper presented. Each seminar schedule u l . . .  Us is 
assumed to satisfy the following three constraints: 
(1) If us(TITLE)= uj(TITLE), then u~(NAME)= uj(NAME) for all i and j. (Each 
paper is presented by only one student.) 
(2) If u~(TITLE) = uj(TITLE) for some i and j, i <j,  then u~(TITLE) = u~(TITLE) for 
all k, i ~ k ~j.  (Each presented paper must be given in consecutive s minar meetings.) 
(3) If ui(NAME) = Ui+1(NAME), then ui(TITLE) = Ui+1(TrrLE) for all/. (No student 
can speak consecutively on two different papers.) 
Each of the constraints i uniform. 
We shall assume that the seminar meets exactly once every week, always on the 
same day (for example, every Monday) and that only one paper (or a portion 
thereof) is presented at each meeting. Thus, DATE is a state attribute, while NAME 
and TITLE are input attributes. Note that there are no evaluation attributes, o g -- 0. 
For each computation tuple u, fv^~(u)= u(DA'n~)+7 (calendar addition). 
The last concept needed for a computation-tuple s quence scheme is that of 
'initialization' (see (A4)). The initialization consists of an appropriate set of computa- 
tion-tuple sequences withwhich to start a sequence until all state and evaluation 
functions can be applied. 
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Definition. Given a CS ca over (U) and a finite set ~Y of uniform constraints over 
SEQ((U)), an initialization (with respect to ca and ~) is any prefix-closed subset .9 of 
{a in VSEQ(Ca)n VSEQ( :) I lal a(ca)}. 
(1 1 denotes the length of ~.) 
Example 1.1 (continued). The initialization here is determined by the condition that 
the first time the meter is read, (i) no kiloWatthours have been consumed and (ii) 
the cost is 0. Formally, 
(g) `9={uinDom((U))lu(CO=u(C2)=O}. 
Example 1.2 (continued). The initialization ~ is the set {all*2 [= 1}. 
Notation. Let b ~ be a prefix-closed subset of SEQ((U)) and p t> 1 an integer such 
that [*2[ <~ p for each .2 is ~. Then 
VSEQ( e,p)=seu{a a la  in Se,1.211= p}. 
When p is understood (almost always), VSEQ(S °, p) is written VSEQ(SO. 
In particular, if `9 is an initialization with respect o ca and ,X, then 
VSEQ(`9) = {,2 in SEQ(( U))[ ~ = .21.22 for some .21 in .~ of length p(ca)} u `9. 
Note that VSEQ(0, p )= 0. In particular, VSEQ(0, p )=0 if 0 is an initialization 
with respect o ca and ,Y since VSEQ(`9) is an abbreviation of VSEQ(~¢, p), p the 
rank of ca. On the other hand, VSEQ(0) = SEQ((U)) if 0 is an empty set of evaluation 
functions, state functions or constraints. 
Clearly, each VSEQ($e), thus each VSEQ(`9), is prefix-closed. However, a 
VSEQ(`9), thus a VSEQ(Y), is not necessarily interval-dosed. 
We are now able to define the fundamental notion of computation-tuple s quence 
scheme. 
Definition. A computation-tuple sequence scheme (CSS) over ((S), (I), (E)) (abbrevi- 
ated 'over (U)', with (L0 = (S)(I)(E)) is a triple (ca, 2;, ` 9), where 
(1) ca is a computation scheme over (U); 
(2) .Y is a finite set of uniform constraints over SEQ((U)); and 
(3) `9 is an initialization with respect o c£ and 2;. 
For Example 1.1, T = (((S), (I), (E), fg, 3~), Y, ..~) as described by (a)-(g). 
A CSS determines valid computation-tuple s quences as follows. 
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Definition. For each CSS T = (((S), (I), (E), ~, 3~), 2, ~¢), let 
VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(~) n VSEQ(3~) r~ VSEQ(,Y ) n VSEQ(~). 
A computation-tuple s quence is said to be valid (for T) if it is in VSEQ(T). 
Thus, a computation-tuple s quence is valid if it (i) is 'consistent' with c~, (ii) 
satisfies each constraint in ,~, and (iii) is either in the initialization, or its prefix of 
length p(C~) is in the initialization. 
One valid computation-tuple s quence for the CSS T of Example 1.1 is given in 
Table 1. A valid computation-tuple s quence for the CSS of Example 1.2 is given 
in Table 2. 
Table 2. Seminar schedule 
DATE NAME TITLE 
1-11-83 Jones Query languages 
1-18-83 Jones Query languages 
1-25-83 Smith Data models 
2-1-83 Smith Data models 
2-8-83 Smith Data models 
2-15-83 Jones Database design 
Since both VSEQ(C~) and VSEQ(,Y) are interval-closed and VSEQ(.~) is prefix- 
closed, VSEQ(T) is prefix-closed. However, VSEQ(T) is not necessarily interval- 
closed. 
In a real-life CSS, the number of attributes may be quite large. For a variety of 
reasons (simplicity, security, display purposes, etc.), we may only be interested in 
some of the attributes. As in relational database theory, this leads to projection. To 
formalize the concept, we first present some auxiliary symbolism. 
Notation. Given (U)=(S)(I)(E), let (V)=(S')(I'~(E'), where O~ S' c_ S, 04  I' c_ I, 
E'_q E, and (V) is a subsequence of (U). 
Thus, (V) represents a sequence of attributes in (U), with the order of the sequence 
that induced by (U). As such, the order of (V) and the attribute scheme associated 
with (V) is uniquely determined by (U), S', I', and E'. 
We are now ready for the central operation of this paper, namely projection. 
Definition. For each t1 = ul. . .  us in SEQ((U)), the projection of 6 onto (I0, denoted 
//v(a), is the computation-tuple s quence v l . . .  vm over (V), where v~ = u~[( V)] for 
each L For each SOc_ SEQ((U)), the projection of S o onto V, denoted by Hv(SO), is 
the set {Hv(t~)J6 in SO}. 
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For example, if u~u2u3 is 
IIv( Ul u2u3) = vl v2v3 , where 
v~ = (1982, 12, 0.06, 0), v2 = (1983, 1, 0.06, 6.39), 
v3 = (1983, 2, 0.07, 6.71). 
Clearly, a CSS is a finite description of a (usually infinite) set of computation-tuple 
sequences, namely VSEQ(T). In practice, a CSS is a finite collection of programs. 
A basic question arises: given (U), (V) and T over (U), does there exist a T' over 
(V) (possibly of a specified rank 3) with the property that VSEQ(T')= 
I-1v(VSEQ(T))? In other words, is the projection of all the eomputation-tuple 
sequences defined by a CSS defined by the same kind of finite description, i.e., 
another CSS? 
as in Table 1 and (V)=(A~A2)(B2)(C2), then 
Notation. If there exists such a CSS T' (of rank/3), then T is said to be rank-~3 
projectable (over (V)). We shall usually write I Iv(VSEQ(T)) as [Iv(T) and 
Hv(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T') as Hv(T)  = T'. 
The answer to the above question is no! Indeed, let (U)=(A1A2)(B)(C). 
Obviously, there is a CSS T over (U) such that 
ulu2ua = (1, 1, 1, 1)(2, 1, 1, 1)(3, 2, 1, 2) 
is in VSEQ(T). Let (V)=(A2)(B)(C). Suppose there is a T '= 
((A2) , (B), (C), ~', {f'}), ~',  .9') such that Hv(T)  = T'. Then I"-[v(UlU2U3) - - - -  DIV2V 3 = 
(1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 1)(2, 1, 2), sof'(vl) = 1 andf'(v2) = 2. This cannot be sinc~ vl = v2. Thus, 
no such T' exists, i.e., T is not projectable over (A2)(B)(C). 
Since an arbitrary CSS is not always projectable, it is of concern to determine 
when it is. This forms the subject of the present paper, that is, a consideration of 
when a given CSS is (rank-fi) projectable. Our main results on this topic appear in 
Sections 2 and 3. 
We conclude this section by noting (without proof) two implicitly used facts 
about projection. 
Proposition 1.3. For each T= (~,,~, .~) of rank p and each ( V), 
(a) / /v(VSEQ(~))= VSEQ(Hv(~), p) and 4 
(b) Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T))) =Interval(//v(T)). 
2. A characterization 
In this section we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for T to be rank-/3 
projectable for a given/3. To do this, we need three lemmas. Each will be discussed 
as encountered. 
3 The rankp(T) ofa  CSS T=(~,$ ,  J )  is defined as p(Cg). 
" For each ff G SEQ((U)), Interval(if) -- {-~[u-' an interval of some a in ,9}. 
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The first lemma was essentially shown in [2, Lemma 2.2]. It states that for each 
CSS T with at least one evaluation attribute and each integer fi I> p(T), a CSS 7" of 
rank/~ can be found such that VSEQ(7") = VSEQ(T). 
Notation. For each CSS T = (((S), (I), (E), if, ~r), Z, 5) and each ~/> p(T), (i) if 
E=O, let I "=( ( (S) , ( I ) , (E ) ,~, ,~) ,Z ,~)=T and (ii) if E#0,  let T= 
((iS), (I), (E), ~, 3~), 2~, ~) be as follows: 
(a) ~={ec[C inE} ,  where ec is the (partial) function from Dom((U))~x 
Dom((U[ C))into Dom(C) defined by 
ec( a , , . . . ,  aa_pc, u l , . . . ,  Upc, Upc+l[(Ul C)] ) 
=ec(u,, . . . ,  u,,c, u,,c+,[(UIC)]) 
for each a~, . . . ,  u~_pc, u l , . . . ,  upc+, in Dom((U)). 
(b) ~={a in VSEQ(T)IlaI < 
Thus, ~" is essentially T, with the evaluation functions 'padded' to include the 
previous ~ computation tuples and with ,~ consisting of all computation-tuple 
sequences in VSEQ(T) of length at most ~. Clearly, T depends on the specific t~ 
chosen. 
Lemma 2.1. Each e.c has rank ~, 7" is a CSS of rank ~ if E ~ O, and VSEQ(7") = 
VSEQ(T). 
The second lemma states that each VSEQ(T) can be expressed as the intersection 
of VSEQ(~) and a specific interval-closed set. 
Lemma 2.2. For each CSS T = (((S), (I), (E), if, ~), ~,, .~), 
VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(.~)c~ Interval(VSEQ(T)). 
Proof. Clearly, VSEQ(T)_qVSEQ(~¢) and VSEQ( T) __ Interval(VSEQ( T)), 
whence 
VSEQ(T) _ VSEQ(5) c~ Interval(VSEQ(T) ).
To see the reverse inclusion, note that 
Interval(VSEQ(T)) _c VSEQ(ff) ra VSEQ(~F) c~ VSEQ(~) 
since VSEQ(If), VSEQ(~:), and VSEQ(,~) are interval-closed. Thus, 
VSEQ(.. ~) n Interval(VSEQ(T)) _ VSEQ(~¢) n VSEQ(if) 
c~ VSEQ(~') c~ VSEQ(,~) 
= VSEQ(T). [] 
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The third lemma establishes a necessary condition for T to be rank-p(T) pro- 
jectable. 
Lemma 2.3. Let T = ((iS), il), iE), ~', 3=), ~, at) be a CSS over i U) and ~ = p(T). 
Suppose T is rank-~ projectable over (V) = i S')i I')i E'). Then, 
(a) u2(A) = u~(A) for each A in S' and each ulu2 and u~u~ in Interval(VSEQ(T)) 
satisfying I Iv( uO = I Iv( u~ ); 
(b) I f  E '~O,  then U~+l(C)=u'~+l(C) for each C in E' and each Ul . . .  u:+l and 
u~... u~+~ in Interval(VSEQ(T)) satisfying both I Iv( U~ . . . u :) = I Iv( u~ . . . u'~) and 5 
n,,(u~+1[i ul c>] = n,,(u~+,[( ul c>]). 
Proof. We only give the argument for (b), that for (a) being similar. Let T'= 
((iS'), (I'), iE'), ~f', 3~'), ~'; ,9'), with ~"= {e~:[ C in E'}, be a rank-~ CSS such that 
T '= Hv(T). Without loss of generality, we may assume that each e~ is of rank/~. 
(Otherwise, in view of Lemma 2.1, we could replace T' by T'.) Let C, ~ = u~...  u~+~, 
and u'= u~ ' = . . . . .  u~;+l be as given in (b), ~ = vl. .  v~+l =//v(t~) and v'= vl. .  v~+l'
Hv(-~). Clearly, 
(1) ~ is in Hv(Interval(VSEQ(Y))) =Interval(Hv(T)) = Interval(VSEQ(T')) 
VSEQ(~') _ VSEQ(eb). Similarly, 
(2) ~ is in VSEQ(eb), and 
(3) Vl . . . v~=Hv(u l . . .u~)=Hv(u~. . .u~)=v~. . .v '~  and v~+~[(VIC)]= 
n,,(u,~+ 1[( u I c>]) = n,,(u~+ 1[( u l c>]) = v,~+ ,[i v l c>]. Thus, 
u:+,(c)=v~+l(c) 
=ePc(v l , . .  . , V~, V~+l[iVl C)] ) 
= e' Iv' ' ' C ~, 1 , ' ' ' ,  V~, V~+l [ iV [C>])  
by (1) 
by (3) 
= v~+l(C) by (2) 
= u~÷,(c) 
as desired. [] 
In order to state our characterization theorem, we need the concepts of a restriction 
function and a restriction of T.. The notions of a restriction of a state function and 
of an evaluation function given below are motivated by conditions (a) and (b) of 
Lemma 2.3. 
Definition. Let T = (((S), (I), (E),  ~, ~), 2~, ,9) and (V) = (S)(I')(E). 
(a) For each C in E', the restriction of  ec on V (with respect o T), denoted e~, 
is the partial function from Dom((V)) pc x Dom(iV]C)) to Dom(C) defined as 
5 For each u in Dom((U))  and C in V, l lv (u[(U[C)] )=u[(V[C)] .  
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follows for each v l . . .  Vpc+l in SEQ((V)): if 
{ ec ( ul, •. . ,  Upc, upc+ 1[ ( U[ C) ]) [ u l . . .  upc~ 1in Interval(VSEQ(T)), 
nv(Ul . . .  Upc)= Vl... up +l[(vlc)]= c)]} 
has exactly one element, then erc(vl,. . . ,  Vpc , vpc+l[(V[C)]) is this element; it is 
undefined otherwise. 
(b) For each A in S', the restriction offa on V (with respect o T), denoted f~,, 
is the partial function from Dom((10) to Dom(A) defined as follows for each v in 
Dom((V)): if 
{fA(ul)[l lv(ul) = v, u~u2 in Interval(VSEQ(T)) for some u2} 
has exactly one element, then f~(v) is this element; it is undefined otherwise. 
Using the restriction functions, we have the following definition. 
Definition. Let T = (((S), (I), (E), i~, 3=), Z, 5) and (V) = (S')(I')(E'). The restriction 
of T on V, denoted T ~, is the'CSS (((S), ( I) ,  (E'), if r, ~~), {~r}, 5r), where ~r= 
{e~c[ec in ~, C in E'}, ~r = fAIA in ~;, A in S'}, VSEQ(cr ) = 
Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T))), and 5 r = I Iv(5) if E' # ~J, and 5 '  = Prefixl(Hv(5)) if E' = 
¢J. (For each yc_ SEQ((U)), Prefixl(~e) = {u'] u' a prefix of(length 1) of some t~ in ~e}.) 
Note that p( T ~) =max{l, Pc l C in E'}. Titus p (P )  = 1 if E'=f~, and p(P )  = p(T) 
if E '#~.  
We are now ready for our characterization theorem on projectability. As will be 
seen, it serves as a useful tool in deriving other results, e.g., the corollary below and 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. 
Theorem 2.4. Let T = (((S), (I), (E), ~, ~;), ~, 5)  be a CSS over (U), ~ >~ p( T) and 
( lO = (S')(I~(E'). Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) T is rank-~ projectable if E '#  ~j, and is rank-1 projectable if E '= ~. 
(b) nv( r). 
ProoL Obviously, (b) implies (a). Now suppose (a) holds. Thus, there exists a 
CSS T' = (((S'), (I'), (E~, fg', ~'), ? ' ,  5'), of rank ~ if E' # ~, and of rank 1 if E' = ~, 
such that T" ~-IIv(T). Two cases arise. 
Case (a): E '#  ~. It suffices to show that 
(1,2) VSEQ(~r~)C_Hv(T) and Hv(T)c_VSEQ(i~). 
Consider (1). Since T' is of rank ~ and T '=I lv (T )=/ /v ( l~)  (by Lemma 2.1), 
"..._ 
(3) I '={v ' inVSEQ(T ' ) I (~ I~}=I Iv ( .~) .  
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Hence, 
that is, 
(4) 
THUS, 
(5) 
F/v(T) = VSEQ(T') by (a) 
= VSEQ(5') c~ Interval(VSEQ(T')) by Lemma 2.2 
= VSEQ(//v(..~)) c~ Interval(//,,( T)) by (3) and (a) 
= VSEQ(Hv(5)) c~//v(Interval(VSEQ(T))) 
= VSEQ(Hv(~)) c~ VSEQ(&0 by definition of ~r, 
Hv(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(//v(3)) n VSEQ(tg0. 
Hv(VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(Hv(3)) n VSEQ(& r) by (4) 
~_ VSEQ(Hv(3)) c~ VSEQ(~r) ¢.~ VSEQ(~) c~ VSEQ(~;r) 
= VSEQ('f'r). 
Therefore, (1) holds. 
Consider (2). By (4), 
(6, 7) Hv(T)_  VSEQ(~ r) and Hv(T)___ VSEQ(/-/v(~)). 
By the hypothesis and by Lvmma 2.3(a), we now have the following statement. 
(8) u2(A) = u~(A) for each A in S' and each UlU2 and u'lu~ in Interval(VSEQ(r)) 
satisfying Hv(ul) = IIv(ul). 
By (8) and the definition of the restriction of a state function, .FA(v~) = v2(A) for 
each vtv2 in Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T)))= Interval(Hv(T)) and each A in S'. Thus, 
(9) IIv(VSEQ(T))c_Interval(IIv(T))~ VSEQ(3~). 
By a similar argument (using Lemma 2.3(b)), 
(10) Hv(T)c_VSEQ(~r). 
By (6), (7), (9), and (10), our inclusion (2) holds. Hence, Theorem 2.4(a) implies 
(b) for the case E '# 0. 
Case (13): E' =0. Then T' and ~ are both of rank 1, ~r= 0 and VSEQ(~ r) = 
SEQ((I0). Thus, (10) still holds. It is readily seen that the proofs of (4), (5), (6), 
(8), and (9) remain valid. Thus, (b) implies (a) in this case, and the proof is 
complete. [] 
Example 2.5. Let T = (((S), (I), (E), f~, ~:), ~, #) be the CSS of rank 1 given in 
Example 1.1. Let (V)=(A~A2)(BIB2)(C2) and ~= 1. It will be shown in Example 
4.1 that T is rank-1 projectable, i.e., there exists a CSS T' of rank 1 such that 
T'= IIv(T). By Theorem 2.4, one such T' is 
7"~=(((A,A2), (B,B~, (C2), ~r, ~) ,  {¢~.r}, 3r),  
All. where ~,  ~,  and ~r are defined as follows. 
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(a) ~r= {~},  #~ being defined for all vl and v2 in Dom((10) by 
~ (vl, v2[( V[ C2>]) = 1.065 v2(B2)((v2(B~) - v, (n 1)) mod 100,000). 
Indeed, note that ec~ -- ec2. Then, for ulu2 in Interval(VSEQ(7"1)) ~ VSEQ(ec~) such 
that Hv(ul u2) = v~ v2, 
ec~(u,, u2[( UI (?2)]) = 1.065 u2(B2)u2(C,) 
= 1.065u2(B2)((u2(B1)-u~(B~)) rood 100,000) 
since u~u2 is in VSEQ(ec,) 
= 1.065 v2(B2) ((v2(B~) - v~ (B~)) mod 100,000) 
Thus, 
since Hv( ul u2) = vl v2. 
{e~ca(Ul, u2[(U IC2)])][ Iv(ulu2)= VlV2, UlU 2 in Interval(VSEQ(T))} 
has exactly one element, namely 
1.065v2( B2)( ( v2( Bt) - vl( B;) ) rood 100,000). 
(b) ~r, = {f~tl ,fA2},fA1 and f~,~ being the functions on Dora((V)) defined for each 
v in Dora((I/3) by 
~v(A~)+ 1 if v( A2) =12, 
J~'(v)=[v(A1) ifl~< v(A2) < 12 
and 
A2(v)={~(A2)  +1" ifl~<v(A2) <12, 
if v(A2) = 12. 
(c) v l . . .  Ok is in VSEQ(~ r) iff 0~ < (v~+~(B~)- vi(B1)) mod 100,000<~ 3000, for all 
i, l<~i<~k-1. 
(d) ~r={vinDom((V))[v(C2)=O}. 
We now introduce a concept, membership-W-independence, which is utilized in 
a corollary below, as well as in Sections 3 and 5. It is motivated by such notions 
as 'ACM is membership-Nationality-independent' and 'Student Union is member- 
ship-Sex-independent with respect to Student'. Let 5"1 and .9'2 be subsets of 
SEQ((U)), and W_q= U. Roughly speaking, Y1 membership-W-independent with
respect o ,Y2 means that if u' is in 5e2 and IIu_w(U') is in I Iv-w(ff l),  then u' is in 
3'1 independent of l lw(u'). In case b°2 = SEQ((U)), then the answer to whether or 
not a computation-tuple s quence t~ is in ,Y1 is solely determined by 6 [ (U-  IV)]. 
More precisely, we have the following definition. 
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Definition. Let W be a subset of U such that U -  W # 0, and 3', and 3"2 subsets of 
SEQ(i U)). Then 3"1 is said to be membership-W-independent with respect o 3"2 if 
3", _~{t~ in 3,211Iu-w(~) =Flu_w(U') for some u' in 3,,}. 
If 3"2 = SEQ(/U)), the phrase 'with respect o 3,2' is omitted. 
In practice, W will be U-  V (so V = U-  W), and the phrase 'membership-W- 
independent' will be 'membership-(U- V)-independent'. 
To illustrate the above concept, let (U)= (A)iB)(C), with Dom(A)= Dom(B)= 
Dora(C) = N, N the nonegative integers. Let 
3,, = {(1, 2, m)(3, 4, m + 1)(5, 6, m+2) l l  <~ m ~<5}u {(7, 8, n)(9, 10, n-1)ln~> 1}, 
3"2 = {(1, 2, p)(3, 4 ,p+ 1)(5, 6 ,p+2)[  1 ~< p <~ 3}u {(11, 12, q)(13, 14, q+ 1)lq ~> 0}. 
Then 3,~ is membership-C-independent withrespect o 3"2. 
An obvious equivalent formulation for 3,~ to be membership- W-independent with 
respect o 3"2 is that 
3", = {fi in 3"1 u 3"2111u_w(~) = l Iu_w(U'  ) for some u' in 3",}. 
We note three simple facts about membership-W-independence. 
Fact 2.6. (a) If3,, is membership-W-independent with respect o 3'2 and 3,3 c_ $2, then 
3", is membership-W-independent with respect o 3"3. 
(b) If3", is membership-W-independent with respect o 3"2, then Hu_w(3", n 3"2) = 
Hu-w(3"OnHu-w(3"2). (Indeed, let ~ be in Hu-w(3"l)raFIu_w(3,2). Then there 
exists a, in 3", and ti2 in 3"2 such that Hu_w(~,)=~=Hu_w(~2). Since 3", is 
membership- W-independent with respect o 3"2, ti2 is in 3"1. Hence, ti2 is in 3"~ r~ 5e2, 
so t7 = llv(a2) is in IIv(3", n 3,2). Thus , / /u -  w(3"1) t")/~u- w(3,2) _.c F/u - w(3"1N ~'a2). 
The reverse containment is obvious.) 
(c) I f  3", , . . . ,  3,, are membership-W-independent with respect to 3"0, then so is 
f'q,~,~, 3",. 
Using Theorem 2.4, we now provide a sufficiency condition for the 'containment- 
projection' problem to have a solution. (This problem is the following: given 
VSEQ(T1) ~ VSEQ(T2) and 7"2 is projectable over iV), is TI projectable over iV)?) 
Corollary 2.7. Let, T~ = ((iS), iI), iE), ~g,, ~:i), 2~,, .9,), i = 1, 2, be CSS over I U) of 
rank p, with VSEQ(7"1) G VSEQ(T2). Let.9, be membership-( U - V)-independent with 
respect o at least one set in the family 
{VSEQ(ec), VSEQ(fA), VSEQ(Or) [ ec in ~gl ,fA in ~;,, or in ~,,}. 
I f  T2 is rank-p projectable over ( V), then so is T~. 
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Proof. Suppose T2 is rank-p projectable over (lO. Let 
(((St), ( I ) ,  (E ) ,  ^r Ar ^ ' ' ~2, 3~2), {o'2}, Hv(~2)). By Theorem 2.4, 
Let T~=(((S'), (I'), (E'), Ar Ar ~2, 3~z), { or,}, Hv(Ia)), where 
//v(Interval(VSEQ(T1))). It suffices to show that 
(1,2) IIv(TO~_VSEQ(T~) and VSEQ(T~)~_IIv(TO. 
Consider (1). Clearly, 
/3=p and T[= 
VSEQ(&~) = 
Hv( T~) ~_ Hv( T2) ~ Hv(VSEQ(5~) ) ~ Hv(Interval(VSEQ( T~) ) 
= VSEQ(~2) n VSEQ(Hv(..¢~)) n VSEQ(~) 
VSEQ( ~[)~ VSEQ(~2) r~ VSEQ(Hv(.9,)) ~ VSEQ(t~) 
= VSEQ(T~). 
Thus (1) holds. 
Consider (2). By assumption, ..~ is membership-( U - V)-independent with respect 
to at least one set, say bD2, in the family 
{VSEQ(ec), VSEQ(fA), VSEQ(Or)[ ec in ~,  fA in 3~, or in -Y~}. 
Then VSEQ(~l) is membership-( U -  V)-independent with respect o Ae 2. (Indeed 
suppose fi = Ul...  Us is in VSEQ(~), u'= u~... u" is in b~2 and IIv(~) = Hv(~). 
Two cases arise. 
Case (or): suppose m ~< p. Then fi is in 5~. By the hypotheses on 5~1 and $2, u-; 
is in 5~1 _c VSEQ(~I). 
Case ([3): suppose p < m. Then u l . . .  up i s  in 51 and l l v (u l . . ,  up) = Hv(u~... u'o). 
By Case (ct), u~...  u~ is in ~1. Then u' is in VSEQ(~0. Hence, VSEQ(.91) is 
membership-( U -  V)-independent with respect o $2.) Since 
VSEQ(~) c~ VSEQ(3~)r~ VSEQ(,Y~)_ 5~2, 
and VSEQ(5~) is membership-( U -  V)-independent with respect o 5¢'2, VSEQ(5~) 
is membership-(U-V)- independent with respect to VSEQ(~I)nVSEQ(3~I)C~ 
VSEQ(,Y~) by Fact 2.6(a). By Fact 2.6(b), 
(3) IIv(VSEQ(~g,)c~VSEQ(~:Oc~VSEQ(,YI))c~IIv(VSEQ(.9~)) 
= Hv(VSEQ(~,) r~ VSEQ(3~) ~ VSEQ(,?~) c~ VSEQ(5~) 
= r /v (71) .  
Then, 
VSEQ(Ti) c_ VSEQ(~) c~ VSEQ(IIv(d~)) 
= Hv (Interval (VSEQ(T~))) c~ Hv (VSEQ(~.~I)) 
Hv (VSEQ(~gl) c~ VSEQ(~I) n VSEQ(,~)) n Hv(VSEQ(5~)) 
= IIv(T1) by (3), 
as desired. [] 
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3. Sufficiency 
We now turn our attention to two sufficiency results dealing with T being 
projectable. The first presents a general condition, namely, that certain state and 
evaluation functions are total and certain VSEQ sets are membership-(U- 
V)-independent. The second is quite special, although rather practical, ~nd 
concerns the elimination of evaluation attributes whose evaluation functions are of 
rank 0. 
We start with a technical result. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T=(((S),( I) ,(E),  ~, ..~),.,~,..~), ~>p(T) ,  and (V)=(S')(I')(E'). 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) T is rank-~ projectable if E' ~ 0 and rank- 1 projectable if E' = 0; 
(b) Lemma 2.3(a) and (b) hold, and 
(*) [iv( T) = IIv(VSEQ(,~) ) c~ IIv(Interval(VSEQ( T) ) ). 
Proof. We only give the argument for E '#  0, the case for E '=  0 being similar. 
Suppose (a) holds. Thus, suppose there exists a CSS T'=(((S'),(I'),(E'), 
g', ~'), ,S', 5') of rank t~ such that T' = FIv(T). Hence, Lemma 2.3(a) and (b) hold. 
Then, 
[ iv (~)  = [iv(7") 
= VSEQ(T' )  
= VSEQ( J ' )  n Interval(VSEQ(T') ) 
= VSEQ( / /v (3 ) )  n Interval (He(T))  
= Hv(VSEQ(3) )  c~ Hv( Interval (VSEQ(T)) ) ,  
by assumption 
by Lemma 2.2 
so (*) holds. 
Now, suppose (b) holds. Thus, suppose Lemma 2.3(a) and (b) and (*) hold. It 
suffices to show that 
(1, 2) IIv(T) c VSEQ(~?~) and VSEQ(~'~) _c [Iv(T). 
Consider (1). By Lemma 2.3(b) and by the definition of restriction, 
~(v~, . . . ,  v~, v~+l[(V[ C)] )= v~+l(C) for each e l . . .  v~+l in Interval(IIv(r)) and 
each C in E'. Hence, Interval(IIv(T))G VSEQ(#~) for each C in E'. Then, Inter- 
val( / /v(r))  _c VSEQ(~'), so 
(3) / /v(T) __q Interval( F/v(T)) c_ VSEQ(~r). 
By a similar argument (using Lemma 2.3(a)), we get 
(4) I Iv(T)~ VSEQ(~).  
Also, 
(5) I Iv(T)~ Hv(Interval(VSEQ( T)))~ VSEQ(~), 
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the latter by definition of ~r; and 
(6) Hv(T)=FIv(~')c_IIv(VSEQ(.~))=VSEQ(1-Iv(.~))=VSEQ(~r). 
By (3)-(6), inclusion (1) holds. Now, consider (2). Clearly, 
VSEQ(~r) = VSEQ(¢~r) t'~ VSEQ(/-Iv(.J~) t~ VSEQ(~r) t~ VSEQ(~Tr) 
C_ VSEQ(~r) n VSEQ(/-/v(~)) 
A 
=//v(Interval(VSEQ(T))) n//v(VSEQ(.9)) 
= IIv(T) by (*) 
=/7,,(T). 
Thus, (2) holds. [] 
We are now ready for our general sufficiency result on projectability. 
Theorem 3.2. Let T= ( ((S), <I), (E), ~g, 3;), •, .9), t~  >p( T), and ( V) = (S')(I')(E'). 
Suppose that (a) fA and ec are total functions for each A in S -  S' and C in E - E', 
(b) VSEQ(,Y) and VSEQ(fA) are membership-( U -  V)-independent for each A in S', 
and (c) VSEQ(ec) is membership-( U -  V)-independent for each C in E'. Then T is 
rank-fi projectable if E' ~ t~, and rank- 1 projectable if E' = ~. 
Proof. As usual, we only give the argument for the case E '# 0. It suffices to show 
that Lemma 3.1(b) holds. 
Let T = (((S), (I), (E), ~, 3~), ,Y, ~). From (a) and (c), it is readily seen that 
(a') fA and #c are total functions for each A in S -S '  and C in E -  E', and 
(c') VSEQ(~c) is membership-( U -  V)-independent for each C in E'. 
Consider Lemma 2.3(b). Let C be in E' and let t~=u,.. ,  u~+, and u'= 
A 
! t u, . . .  u~+, be in Interval(VSEQ(T)) =Interval(VSEQ(T)) ~VSEQ(~c) such that 
Fly(u, . . .  u~)=Hv(u~ .. .  u~) and Let u*+, 
be the computation tuple defined by 
(1) u~+,[(UIC>]=u'~+,[(U[C)] 
and U~+l(B)= u~+,(B) for each B in U-(U I  C). Obviously, 
(2) //v(U~+ 1) ~-/'/V (U/S+ 1) o 
Let if, = u~... u'~u$+,. Clearly, 
(3) rzv(a) = n~(~). 
Since ~ is in VSEQ(~c) and VSEQ(~c) is membership-(U-V)-independent, it 
follows from (3) that ~ is in VSEQ(@). Then, 
us+,(C) -- u~+,(C) by (2) 
= ec(u , , . . . ,  ua, u~+,[(UI C)]) since if, is in VSEQ(~'c) 
=e~c(U'~,...,u'~,u'~+,[(UIC)]) by (1) 
= u'~+,(C) since u' is in VSEQ(~c). 
Thus Lemma 2.3(b) holds. 
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By a similar argument (using the fact that VSEQ(fA) is membership-(U- 
V)-independent for each A in S'), Lemma 2.3(a) holds. 
Finally, consider Lemma 3.1(*). Clearly, the left-hand side is a subset of the 
right-hand side. To see the reverse containment let 
and 
5ev= VSEQ((~c [C in E'}) c~ VSEQ((fA [ A in S'})n VSEQ(Z) 
6ev-v = VSEQ({~c I C in E - E '})n VSEQ({fA I A in S -  S'}). 
By (b) and (c') and by Fact 2.6(c), 
(4) 5ev is membership-( U -  V)-independent. 
Let ~ = vl . . .  Vm be in the right-hand side of Lemma 3.1(*). If m < ~, then t3 is in 
l-lv(.~) c Fiv(T) as desired. Suppose m > ~. Then there exist ~ = u l . . .  Um in 
VSEQ(3) and u-"; = u~... u" in Interval(VSEQ(7")) ~6ev such that I Iv(a) = IIv(u-;) = 
~. Let 
(5) 
(6) 
(a) 
(a) 
(8) 
= wl . . .  Wm be defined as follows: 
For 1 <~ i ~ ~, W i = U i .  
For i>fi, 
w,[ v] = u,[ v] (= v]), 
w,[ t - r ]  = i -  r ] ,  
w,(A) =fA(W,-1) 
w,[(vlc)]) 
for each A in S -S ' ,  
for each C in E - /~ ' .  
Since fA and ec are total functions for each A in S -S '  and C in E -E ' ,  ~ is well 
defined. Since t~ is in VSEQ(.~), u l . . .  u s is in .,~. By (5), wl . . .  w~ is in ~. Hence, 
is in VSEQ(~). By (4) and (6~t), I I v (~)=I Iv (~)=F iv (u ' )= ~. Since 5ev is 
membership-(U-V)-independent (by (4)), u' is in ,~'v and I I v (~)=i Iv (u ' ) ,  it 
follows that • is in Sev. By (6~/) and (68), if, is in 6eu_v. Thus, ~ is in VSEQ(~) c~ 5ev c~ 
5ev_v =VSEQ(T). Hence, ~=Hv(O)  is in I Iv(~'), i.e., ~ is in the left-hand side of 
(*) as desired. [] 
Our second sufficiency result also uses Lemma 3.1, as well as the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let T= (((S), (I), (E), ~, ~:), Z, .9) and (V)=(S)( I ) (E ' ) .  Suppose that 
ec is of rank 0 for each C in E - E'. 
(a) I f  fi and u' are in Interval(VSEQ(T)) and F ir (a)=Fiv(u' ) ,  then ~ = u'. 
(b) I f  C in E'  and u and u' in Interval(VSEQ(T)) are such that I Iv(u[( U[ C)]) = 
Fiv(u'[( UI C)]), then u[( U I C)] = u'[( U[ C)]. 
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m 
t Proof. Consider (a). Suppose ff=U~...Um and U'=U'~...Um are in Inter- 
val(VSEQ(T)) and IIv(fi) = IIv(u'). Let (E -E ' )=  C~ .. . C, and j  be in {1,. . . ,  m}. 
Clearly, uj[(U I C~)] = u'j[(U I C~)]. Since uj and u~ are in Interval(VSEQ(T))~_ 
VSEQ(ec,) and ec, is of rank 0, 
uj(Cl) = ect (uj[( U [ C~)] = ec,(u~[(UIC~)]) =u~(Cl). 
Using the preceding argument repeatedly, it follows that uj(C~)= uS(C~) for each 
i, 1 ~ i~  n. Combining this with l-Iv(a) = 11v(u'), it follows that ti = u'. 
Consider (b). Let C be in E' and suppose u and u' are in Interval(VSEQ(T)) 
such that I Iv(u [( U I C)]) = I-Iv(u'[( U I C)]. Again, let (E - E') = C~... C,. Two cases 
arise. 
Case (ct)" C, is not in (U] C). Since (E -  E ' )= C~... (7, and iV)= (S)(I)(E'), 
<vlc>=<uIc>. Hence, 
u[( ul c)] = u[(vl c)] = n~(u[( ul c)]) 
= n~(u'[( ul  c)]) = u'[( vl c)] = ,'[( uI c)] 
as desired. 
Case (13): C~, . . . ,  Ck (k~ > 1) are all the elements of E-E '  in (UI C). Clearly, 
u[( U IC1)] = u'[( U [ C1)]. Since u and u' are in Interval(VSEQ(T)) _ VSEQ(ec,) and 
ec, is of rank 0, u(C~) = ec,(u[(UI C~)]) = ec,(U'[(UI C, ) ] )  = u'(CO. Similarly, 
u(C~)=u'(C~) for all i, l<~i~<k. Combining this with the assumption that 
n~fu[<ulc>l)=n~(u'[<ulc>]), we get u[<UlC)]=u'[<UlC)] as desired. 
In either case, (a) or (13), Lemma 3.3(b) holds. [] 
We are now ready to establish our second sufficiency result. In effect, it states 
that if each ec (C in E - E') only depends on the present computation tuple, then 
the CSS is projectable. More precisely, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let T-- (((S), (I), (E), ~, ,~), 2~, .,~), (V)=(S)(1)(E'), and :>~ p(T). 
Suppose that ec is of rank 0 for each C in E - E'. Then T is rank-: projectable if 
E' # 0, and rank- 1 projectable if E' = O. 
Proof. As usual, we only give the argument for the case E '#0.  By Lemma 3.1, it 
suffices to show that Lemma 2.3(a) and (b), as well as Lemma 3.1(*), hold. 
Consider Lemma 2.3(b). Let C be in E', t~ = ul .. . u~+l and u'= u~ .. . u~+~' be in 
Interval(VSEQ(T)), Fly(u1... u~)= llv(u~ .. . u'~), and IIv(u~+I[(UIC)])= 
FIv(u'~+t[(UIC)]). By Lemma 3.3(a), u~.. .u~=ui . . .u '~.  By Lemma 3.3(b), 
u~+~[(U[C)]=u'~+~[(U[C)]. Since t~ and u ~ are in Interva'l(VSEQ(T))= 
Interval(VSEQ(T)) __VSEQ(#c ), 
u~+,(c) = ac(U,,..., u~, u~+,[< uI c)]) 
A I = ec(Ut,..., u~, u~+~[( UI C)] = u~+~(C). 
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Thus, Lemma 2.3(b) holds. By a similar argument, Lemma 2.3(a) holds. Consider 
Lemma 3.1(*). Clearly, 
IIv(1") = Hv(VSEQ(~) n Interval(VSEQ(17))) by Lemma 2.2, 
//v(VSEQ(~)) n Hv(Interval(VSEQ(1")) ). 
A 
To see the reverse containment, let ~=Vl. . .Vm be in Hv(VSEQ(J ) )n 
//v(Interval(VSEQ(l"))). Then there exist ~= u~... um in VSEQ(~) and u'-;= 
u~.. .  u" in Interval(VSEQ(1")) such that I Iv(~)= ~ = l-Iv(u--;). Two cases arise. 
Case (c0: m ~/~. Then 1/is in ,~ ~ VSEQ(T) _ Interval(VSEQ(T)). Since Inter- 
val(VSEQ(T)) = Interval(VSEQ(T)), u -'7= ~ by Lemma 3.3(a), and thus is in ~ c_ 
VSEQ(T). Furthermore, ~= Hv(ff) is in Hv(I"). 
Case (13): m > ~. By the argument in Case (ct) (proof of Theorem 3.2), u~...  u~ = 
ul . . .u~ is in ~. Therefore, u-; is in VSEQ(~), so u-; is in VSEQ(~)n 
Interval(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T) (by Lemma 2.2). Thus, ~ = IIv(u--;) is in Hv(T). 
By Cases and (13), //v(VSEQ(~)) r~ Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T))) __I1v(T), so 
Lemma 3.1(*) holds. [] 
4. Examples 
In this section we present four examples relating to Theorems 2.4, 3.2, and 3.4. 
Our first example 'illustrates the use of Theorem 3.2. 
Example 4.1. Let T = (((S), (I), (E), ~, ~),  ,Y, 5) be the CSS of rank 1 given in 
Example 1.1. Let (I0 = (A1A2)(B~B2)(C2) and fi = 1. It is easily seen that conditions 
(a) and (b) of Theorem 3.2 hold, but (c) does not (ec~ depends on C,). However, 
Let T = (((S), (I), (E), ~, ~), ,Y, ~), where ec, = ec, and ec2 is obtained by substitut- 
ing ec~(U~, u2[(U[C)]) for u2(C~) in ec2, i.e., 
~c2(ul, u2[(UI C2)]) = u2(B2) x (u2(B~)-u~(Bl)) rood 100,000 x 1.065 
for all ulu2 in SEQ((U)). Clearly, VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(T), 7" is of rank 1 and satisfies 
Theorem 3.2(a), (b), and (c). Thus, there exists a CSS T' of rank 1 such that 
T '=Hv(T)  =Hv(T). Using Theorem 2.4, one such T' was given in Example 2.1. 
An illustration of Theorems 2.4 and 3.4 is the following. 
Example 4.2. Consider a CSS describing the monthly sales record of a California 
store for a given calendar year. Let Y = (((A), (B1B2), (C1C2C3), ~,, {fA}), "Y, ~), be 
defined as follows: 
(a) A is the number of the month, B1 is the monthly total sales, which includes 
the 6.5% sales tax collected, B2 is the cost of the items sold (including overhead) 
by the store, C1 is the t~ collected, C2 is the monthly sales less monthly cost and 
tax of items sold, and C3 is the year's sum to date of the C2-entries. The attribute 
domains are the obvious ones. 
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(b) b ~ = {ecl, ec~, ec3}, where 
ec~(u) ____.6.061 u(B~), 
ec2( u ) = ( u( B1) - u( B2) ) - u(C1) , 
ec3( , uz[ ( ul  c3>]) = Ul( C3) + uz( Cz) 
for all u, u~, u2 in Dom((U)). (Thus, pG=pc2=O and pc3 = 1. Hence, p(T)= 1.) 
(c) fA(U) = u(A)+ 1 if u(A)  < 12 and undefined otherwise, for all u in Dom((U)). 
(d) 2'=0. 
(e) ,9 = {(1, b~, b2, .061b1, .939b~ - b2, .939b~ - b2) lb~ >1 O, b2>~ 0}. 
Now let (V)=(ABIB2C3).  Then U-  V={C~, (72}. By Theorem 3.4 (since pc, = 
p~ = 0), there exists a CSS T' over (V), of rank 1, such that T' = Hv(T) .  By Theorem 
2.4, one such T' is #r= (((A), (B1B2), (C3), {e~3}, {fA}), {~r}, {.~}) defined as follows: 
(f) ~rc3(v~, v2[(VI C3)])= v1(C3)+.939v2(B1)-v2(B2), for all VlV2 in SEQ((V)); 
(g) f rA (V)=v(A)+I  if v(A)<12 and undefined otherwise, for each v in 
Dom((V)); 
(h) VSEQ(6 r) =//v(Interval(VSEQ(T))); 
(i) 3r={(1, b~, b2, .939b~-b2)lbt>-O, b2->0}. 
One computation-tuple s quence in VSEQ(T) is given in Table 3. 
Table 3. 
(S) (I) (E) 
A a, 82 c1 c2 c3 
(date) (monthly (cost) (tax) ((u(Bl)- u(B2)) (sum to date 
total sales) (0.0.61u(B1)) -u(Cl) ) of C2-entdes) 
1 7,000 6,000 427 573 573 
2 14,000 12,000 854 1,146 1,719 
The question arises as to whether Theorem 3.2 remains true if condition (a) is 
removed. The third example shows that the answer is no. 
Example 4.3. Let T = (((A), (B), (C~C2C3), ~f, {fA}), £, ` 9) be defined as follows: 
(a) The domain of each attribute is the set of integers. 
(b) ~g = {ec,, ec,, ec3}, with ec,, ec2, and ec3 defined for each utu2 in SEQ((U)) by 
ec,(u,, u2[(uI ¢1)])= u2(B); 
6 The tax rate on the total s~.les (which includes the 6.5% tax) is 6.5/106.5 = .061 approximately. 
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=~u2(B)+u~(C:) if u:(B)+u~(C2)>O, 
ec2(Ul, u2[(U[ (?2)]) [ undefined otherwise; 
ec3(ul, u:[( U[ 6'3)]) = u2(C:). 
(c) fA(U) = u(A) for each u in Dom((U)). 
(d) 
(e) ~ = {(a, b, b, b, b)la arbitrary, b positive}. 
(Such a CSS formalizes the situation where a department of a company has two 
resources each starting at the same level and increasing or decreasing at the same 
amount, e.g., one resource might be the number of employees and another the 
number of telephones.) 
Let (V)= (A)(B)(C~). Clearly, VSEQ(ec,) and VSEQ(fA) are membership-C2C3- 
independent, but neither ec~ nor ec~ is a total function. Thus, condition (a) of 
Theorem 3.2 is violated, while conditions (b) and (c) hold. We shall show that T 
is not rank-p projectable. Note that the rank of T is 1. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to 
show that there is no CSS T' of rank 1 such that T' =I-Iv(T). Let /;--1 and 
~= (((A), (B), (CO, {R~,}, {J~}), {$~}, ~r). In particular, 
(1) e~c~(vl, Vu[(VIC~)]= vu(B), for each vlv2 in SEQ((V)), 
(2) f~(v)= v(A) for each v in Dom((V)), 
(3) VSEQ(t~ r) = Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T))), 
(4) ~$r = {(a, b, b)la arbitrary, b positive}. 
By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to prove that 
(5) Fly(T) 
Let v~ = (1, 2, 2) and v2 = (1, -5, -5). Then v~ and v2 are in Dom((V)). To establish 
(5), it is enough to show that 
(6,7) v~v2 is in VSEQ(~ 'r) and vlv2 is not in IIv(T). 
Consider (6). Obviously, vl v2 is in VSEQ(~ r) c~ VSEQ(~b~) c~ VSEQ(ffA). Let ul = 
(1, 30, 30, 30, 30), u2 = (1, 2, 2, 32, 32), and u3 = (1, -5 ,  -5,  27, 27). Then ulu2u3 is in 
VSEQ(T) and v~ v2 = Fiv(U2U3) is in Hv(Interval(VSEQ(Y))) =VSEQ(~r). Hence, 
vlv2 is in VSEQ(~r~). 
Consider (7). Suppose vl v2 is in FIr(T). Then there exists wl w2 in VSEQ(T) such 
that llv(WlW2)= vlv2. Hence, w2= (1, -5, -5, w2(C2), w2(C3)). Since Wl is in $, 
w~ = (1, 2, 2, 2, 2). Since w2(B)+ w1(C2) = -3, ec~(w~, 14,2[(U[ C2)]) = 0. Therefore, 
w2(C2) =0, a contradiction. Thus (7) holds. 
Our fourth example illustrates the role played by /; in Theorems 2.4 and 3.2, 
namely, that there exist CSS's T which are not rank-p projectable but are rank-/; 
projectable for some/; > p. Furthermore, it will be seen that/; does not necessarily 
depend on p, the number of elements in U, and the number of elements in V. 
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Example 4.4. Let (S)=(S')=(A), ( I)=(I ')=(B), (E)=(C~C2), (E ' )=(C0,  (U)= 
( S){ I)(E ), (V) = (S')( I ')(E '), and Dora( A ) = Dom(B ) = Oom( C1 ) = Dora(C2) = N w 
{-1}, N being the set of nonnegative integers. We now exhibit CSS's 
Too, T1, . . . ,  T~,... with the following properties (for each positive integer m)" 
(1) Tm and Too are of rank 1; 
(2) Tm is not rank-m projectable; 
(3) Tm is rank-(m+l)  projectable; 
(4) there exists a CSS To, of rank 1, over (S')(I') such that To = H<s~<i~(Too) (so 
that the state function is uniquely defined), but Too is not projectable over (I/). 
Let Tm=(((S),(I),(E), ~,{fA}),~,,Sm) and Too=(((S),(I),(E), ~, {fA}),,~, `9oo), 
where 
(5) ~={ec,,ec2}, with ec, and ec~ defined for each u~u2 in SEQ((U)) by 
ec, ( ul, u2[ ( U[  C1) ]) = sign( ul (A)  - ul ((?2)) v and ec~ ( u~, u2[ { U I (?2) ]) = ul ( (72); 
(6) fA(u)=u(A)+l  for each u in Dom({U)); 
(7) -~=0; and 
(8) `gm = {(O, O, -1, n)lO<~n<~m} and ` 9oo={(0,0,-1,'n)[n~>0}. 
Clearly, (1) holds. Consider (2). Let fi = u~... um+~, where ui = (i - 1, 0, -1, m - 1) 
for l<~i<~m and Um+l = (m, 0,1, m-1) .  Let U'=U~...Um+x; where u~'= 
( i - l ,0 , -1 ,  m) for l<~i~m+l .  Obviously, fi and u' are in VSEQ(Tm), 
lie(U1... Urn)=Hv(u~... u') ,  and Hv(Um+l[(VIc )])= Hv(u'+ [(UI 
However, Um+~(C~)~u'+~(C~). By the definition of restriction, e~c~(Hv(u~), 
• ..,Hv(um),Hv(um+l[(U[C)])) is undefined. Hence Hv(ul...Um+l) is not in 
VSEQ(e~), whence, not in VSEQ(~'r,,). Since Hv(Ul...  Um+~) is obviously in 
IIv(T~), Hv(Tm)# Pro. By Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1, (2) holds. 
Consider (4). It is readily seen that, for each m, ` 9,, _ `9~ VSEQ(T,) _ VSEQ(Too), 
and t~ and u' of the previous paragraph are in VSEQ(Too). By a similar argument, 
Too is not rank-m projectable. Since m is arbitrary, T~o is not projectable. Let 
To = ((CA), (B), (~), 0, {ffA}), £0, ` 90), where .90= {(0, 0)}, ~;o=0 and ffA(V) = v(A) + 1 
for each v in Dom((AB)). Clearly,//<sg<zg(Too) = To. Thus, (4) holds. 
Finally, consider (3). Let m be a given positive integer. For each u~... u,,+2 in 
Interval(VSEQ(Tm)), 
(9) ec:(Um+l, t~+2[(U[Cl)])=sign(t~+l(A)-um+l(C2))= l 
since u~+l(C2)<~m<~u~+l(A). Let /~=m+l .  Then, Tm=(((A),(B),(C1C2), 
{e~c~,~c~},{fA}),£,~), VSEQ(7"~)=VSEQ(T~) and, for u:...u,,+2 in 
Interval(VSEQ(T~)), 
e~c,(u,,..., urn+,, um+2[(U I C,)]) 
= ec,(u,+l, u,,+2[(UI C1)]) by definition of ec, 
= 1 by (9). 
By definition, sign(x) : 1 if x~0 and sign(x) : -1 otherwise. 
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Let Tm = (((A), (B), (C1 C2), { ec,, ec~}, {fA} ), -Y, ~m), where ~c~ = ec~ and ec~ is defined 
for each Ul . . .  Um+2 in SEQ((U)) by 
~.c~(U,,..., Urn+,, Um+2[(U[ C2)]) = 1. 
Note that the only difference between Tm and T,,, is on ec, and ec~. Clearly, 
O(7"m)=O(7"m)=m+ 1, VSEQ(T,,) = VSEQ(Tm) = VSEQ(T,,), and 
(10) VSEQ (~c~) is membership- C2- independent. 
Also, for each u~.. .  u'+z in SEQ((U)), 
e-c:(U~,..., Um+~; u'+2[(UIC2)]) 
• ~, ! ¢ = ec~(Ul,..., urn+a, u'+2[(UI C2)]) by definition of ec~ 
= ec~(U'+,, u'+2[(UI C2)]) by definition of ec, 
= u'+1(C2) by definition of ec~. 
Thus, we find the following conclusions: 
(11) iq  is a total function; 
(12) VSEQ(fa) and VSEQ(Z) are membership- C2-independent. 
By (10), (11), (12), and Theorem 3.2, there exists a CSS T"  of rank m + 1 such that 
I Iv (T ' )  = VSEQ(T,,) = VSEQ(T,,). Hence, statement (3) holds. 
5. Localness 
An important class of CSS's, called 'local', was discussed in [1, 2]. In the present 
section, we show that localness is not preserved under projection but is under the 
hypotheses of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. 
Definition. A CSS T= (r£,.~, 5) is called (kl, k2)-local if (1) k1>~2 and k2~ > 1, (2) 
for each fi, lal >~ k,, a is in VSEQ(Cg) aft { = k,, ~ an interval of ti} c_ VSEQ(~), 
and (3) for each ~ lal >k , a is in VSEQ(.Y) iff { ll l=k2, • an interval of 
t~} c VSEQ(.~). T is said to be local if it is (k~, k2)-local for some kl and k2. T is 
said to be local projectable (over (V)) if there exists a local CSS T' such that 
T' = [Iv(T). 
If T= (c£, ,v, 3~) is (kl, k~)-local, then maintaining the satisfaction of the require- 
ment that a computation-tuple s quence be in VSEQ(C~) just involves checking the 
last kl computation tuples, and maintaining the satisfaction of being in VSEQ(~) 
the last k2. In practice, many CSS's are local. In particular, the CSS T in Example 
1.1 is (2, 2)-local. 
Note that a (kl, k~)-local CSS is (kl, k~)-locai for all kl--. kl and k~ > k2. 
The question arises: if T over (U) is local and projectable over (V), is it local 
projectable over (V)? The following shows that the answer is no. 
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Example 5.1. Let T = (((AtA2), (B), (C), {ec}, ~), {cr}, 5) be the CSS defined as 
follows: 
(a) Dom(A~)= Dom(A2)={1,2} and Dom(B)= Dom(C) is the set of integers; 
(b) ec(ul, u2[(U[C)])=u2(n), for each utu2 in SEQ((U)); 
(c) ~;={fAl,fA2}, where fA1(U)=u(A1) and fA2(U)=u(A2), for each u in 
Dom( ( U)); 
(d) VSEQ(cr )={ul . . .  u=lui(A1) = 1 and ui(C) < - 10 for each i}u 
{ul . . .  Um I ui(At) = 2 and ui(C) >I -10 for each i} (note that VSEQ(tr) is not member- 
ship-A~-independent); 
(e) # ={(1, a2, b, b)la2 in {1,2},b<-lO}u'{(2, a b, b)[a2 in {1, 2}, b~>-10}. 
Clearly, T is (2, 1)-local. 
Let (V)=(A2)(B)(C). Then, 
Hv(T) = { v l . . .  v,, [ v~(32) = v,+l (32), vj(B) = vj(C) <~ 10, 1 ~< i ~< m - 1, 1 ~< j ~< m } 
u {v~ ... Vm [ Vi(32) = v~+l(A2), vj(B) = v~(C) I> -10, 1 <~ i <~ m - 1, 1 ~<j ~< m} 
and 
Interval(//v(T)) = Hv(T). 
Obviously, T is projectable. Indeed, there exists a CSS TI of rank 1 (thus T~ of 
rank ~ for each ~>~ 1) such that T~ = Hv(T).  
To see that T is not local projectable, it suffices to show that 
(*) there is no local CSS T' over (V) such that T' = IIv( T). 
Suppose there is such a T'. By [1, Theorem 2.1], we may assume that T'= 
( c¢,, {ty'}, ~'), where VSEQ(tr') = Interval(//v(T)) = Hv(T). Let T' be (kl, k2)-local. 
Let k = max{k1, k2}. Let 
fil = (1, 20, 20)(1, 1, 1) k-1 , fi2 -- (1, 1, 1)k-1(1, --20, --20), 
= (1, 20, 20)(1, 1, 1)k-~(1, --20, --20). 
Obviously, ~ and v2 are in/-/v(T) = VSEQ(T'). Thus ~ and v2 are in VSEQ(Cg') c~ 
VSEQ(tr') c~ VSEQ(~'). Then, g is in VSEQ(~'). Since T' is (k~, k2)-local, ~ is in 
VSEQ(~') and in VSEQ(cr'). Hence, fi is in VSEQ(T')=IIv(T).  But, ~ is not in 
/ /v( T). Thus, (*) holds. 
The above example shows that Theorem 2.4 cannot be extended to include 
localness. However, as is established below, the sufficiency conditions of Theorems 
3.2 and 3.4 and localness guarantee local projectability. 
The result relating to Theorem 3.2 is the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Given the hypotheses and notation in Theorem 3.2, suppose that T is 
(kl, k2)-local and k=max{k l ,  k2,/~+l}. Then Hv(T)= ~ and ~r is (k, k)-local. 
Thus, if T is local and satisfies the hypotheses ofTheorem 3.2, then T is local projectable. 
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Proof. By Theorems 3.2 and 2.4, / /v (T )=~,  where ~-,r=(~r,{~r},~r)= 
(((S'), (I '), (E~, ~r, 3,-~), {~},  .~,) is of rank/~ t> p(Y) if E '~  f~ and of rank 1 if E '= f~. 
It is enough to show that ~-r is (k~ k)-local. 
Since k ~>/~ + 1, for each 6 of length at least k, 6 is in VSEQ(q~) iff 
{v'llv'l = ~+ 1, ~ an interval of ~}__. VSEQ(C~r), 
which holds iff 
{v'llv'l = k, v- an interval of g}~ VSEQ(~r). 
To complete the proof, it thus suffices to show that 
(1) For each 6 of length at least k, g is in VSEQ(~ r) iff 
{v'l lv' [= k, v' an interval of 6}~ VSEQ(~r). 
Since ~r is uniform, the 'only if' is clear. Consider the 'if'. Thus, suppose that 
g= vl . . . Vm, m >~ k, and 
(2) {v'llv'l= k, v' an interval of 6}___ VSEQ(~f). 
We now prove that ~ is in VSEQ(t~r). 
By (2), for each interval v' of 6 of length k, v' is in 
VSEQ(~ r) = IIv(Interval(VSEQ(T))) by  definition of ~ 
= Interval(Hv(VSEQ(T))) =Interval(VSEQ(~'r)) ~ VSEQ(~r) 
n VSEQ(~'~). 
Since ~ is of rank ~ < k, ~ is in 
VSEQ(~r) = VSEQ( { ~ l  C in E'} ) ~//v(VSEQ( {~c [ C in E'} )), 
by definition of restriction. Similarly, 6 is in I I v (VSEQ({fA[A in  S'})). Thus, we 
have the following statement. 
(3) There exist u "-7 = u' l . .  . u"  in VSEQ({~cl C in E'}) and-~= u'l ' . . .  Um ~ in 
VSEQ({fAIA inS'}) such that IIv(-~)= [ Iv(~) = ~. 
By (2), v l . . .  vk is in VSEQ(~r)=Hv( In terva l (VSEQ(T) ) ) .  Thus, there exists 
~1. . .  ukw' in VSEQ(T) such that 
(4) //v(u~...u~)=v~...v,~. 
Since VSEQ(T) is prefix-closed, 
(5) ~ul ...  u~ is in VSEQ(T)=VSEQ(~). 
For each/, 1 <~ I ~< m - k, let uk+z be defined by 
(6) Uk+t(A)=fA(Uk+l--l) for each A in S-S ' ;  
(7) Uk+z(A) = Vk+z(A) for each A in V; 
(8) Uk+~(B) is some element in Dom(B) for each B in I - I ' ;  and 
(9) Uk+t(C)= e"C(Uk+l-~,..., U~+~_~, Uk+~[(U[ C)]) for each C in E -E ' .  
Since fA and ~'c are total for each A in S-S '  and C in E-  E', Uk+~ is completely 
specified. Let 6 = u~...  u~. By (5), (6), and (9), We find 
(]0) ~ is in VSEQ({~cIC in E-E'})r~VSEQ({A[A in S-S'}) .  
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Since IIv (~) = ~ = Hv( u ~)  = Hv (u '-'~) and VSEQ(fA) and VSEQ( ~c ) are membership- 
( U -  V)-independent for each A in S' and C in E', it follows from (3) that 
(11) ~ is in VSEQ({~cICinE'})c~VSEQ({fA]AinS'}).  
By (5) and (11), 
(12) g,~ is in VSEQ({~c]CinE'})r~VSEQ({fAIAinS'}). 
By (10), (12), and (5), 
(13) ff,~ is in VSEQ(~)c~VSEQ(~)r~VSEQ(3). 
In view of (13), it suffices to show that 
(14) ff~ is in VSEQ(2;). 
(Indeed, (13) and (14) yield ffnff in VSEQ(7")=VSEQ(T). Then, ~=Hv(tT) is in 
IIv(Interval(VSEQ(T))) = VSEQ(~r), as desired.) To see (14), note that 
(15) g,u]... Uk is in VSEQ(~) 
by (5). Since T is (kl, k2)-local, T is (k, k)-local. Hence, 
(16) every interval of ff~ul... Uk of length k is in VSEQ(2~). 
Now let i be an arbitrary integer, 1 <~ i <~ m - k. By (2), 1-lv(ui+l... Ui+k) = V~+I... Di+ k 
is in 
VSEQ(t~ r) = Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T))) _//v(VSEQ( ,F )). 
Thus there exists i x~+~... Xi+k in VSEQ(£) such that 
i i 
• x +k) . . .  v +k = r lv (u ,+,  . I-lv(Xi+l.. = Vi+l . -  
S ince  VSEQ(,~) is membership-( U -  V)-independent, u~+~.., u~+k is in VSEQ(,~). 
Combining this with (16) and the fact that T is (k, k)-local, (14) holds and the 
proof is complete. [] 
The analogous result for Theorem 3.4 is the following• 
Theorem 5.3. Let T=(  ((S), (I), (E), ~, ~) ,~,  5~) be a (ka, ka)-local CSS, ~>- p( r )  
and k=max{kx, ka,/~+1}. Suppose that ec is of rank O for each C in E -E ' .  Then 
IIv( T) = 7"~ and ~ is ( k, k )-local. Thus, if T is local and satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.4, then T is local projectable. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.4 and 2.4, Hv(T)=7 "~, where ~=(r~r,{~'},5~')= 
(((S), (I), (E'), ~', ~'~), {~}, 5~') is of rank/3~ > p(T) if E' #0  and of rank 1 if E '=0.  
As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, to complete the proof it suffices to show that for 
V=Va. . .Vm,  m~>/q  
(1) {~ll~l = k, v --7 an interval of 6}_c VSEQ(& r) 
implies 
(2) e is in VSEQ(~r). 
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Thus, suppose (1) holds. If m = k, then (2) obviously holds. Continuing by 
induction, suppose (2) is true for m = n I> k. Suppose m = n + 1. By induction, v~... v, 
is in VSEQ(~ r) = I I v ( In terva l (VSEQ(T) ) ) ;  and by (1), Vn-k+2.. .  V, Vn+I (which is 
of length k) is in VSEQ(~ r) = Hv(Interval(VSEQ(T))). Thus, we have the following 
statement. 
' . ' ' in Interval(VSEQ(T)) such that (3) There exist U l . . .  u ,  and  u~-k+2., u,u~+l  
Hv(u l . . .  u,) = Vl. . .  v~ and Hv(Un-k+2. . .  u, ,u,+l)  -- v~-k+2 •• • V,+l. 
Hence, Hv(  uj) = vj = Hv(  u~) for all j , n - k + 2 ~ j ~ n. By Lemma 3.3(a), uj = u~ 
for all j ,  n -  k+2~j~ n. Therefore, we arrive at the following conclusion. 
l I t f (4) U~-k+2 •• • UnU,,+I = Un-k+2. . .  U~U,,+I is in Interval(VSEQ(T)) ~ VSEQ(~) n 
VSEQ(~). 
By (3), there exists gml. •. u,w'  (~  and w' possibly empty) in VSEQ(T) such that 
Hv(U l . . .u , )=V l . . . v , .  Since VSEQ(T) is prefix-closed, we have the next 
observation. 
(5) There exists ffrul . . . u~ in VSEQ(T) such that Hv(u l  . . . u , )  = Vl . . . v, .  
Since T is (k~, kE)-local and k =max{k~, k2,/;+ 1}, T is also (k, k)-local. By (4) 
and (5), it thus follows that gm~ .. .  u~u'+l is in VSEQ(T). Then, 
f 
= v l . . .  = Hv(U l . . .  
is in/-/v(Interval(VSEQ(T))) =VSEQ(~r). Hence, the induction is extended and 
(2) holds. [] 
6. Decidability 
Since evaluation functions, state functions, constraints and initializations can be 
fairly general in nature, it is to be expected that the projectability of an arbitrary T 
is recursively unsolvable. In this section, we present a very simple class 3" of CSS's 
for which the projectability problem is reeursively unsolvable for arbitrary T in 3". 
Notation. Let A~ be a countably infinite set of abstract symbols. For each n ~> 1 and 
pair of tuples x = (x~, . . . ,  x~) and y = (y~, . . . ,  y,) of nonempty words s over some 
finite subset A of Aoo; let T(x ,  y)  = ( ((A~A2A3),  (B), ( CIC2), ~(~'Y), 3~y) ) ,  f~, ,~(x,y)) 
be the CSS of rank 1 defined as follows: 
(a) Dom(A~) is the set of positive integers, Dom(A2)=Dom(A3)={O,  1}, 
Dora(B) = {1, . . . ,  n} and Dom(C~) = Dora(C2) = A +. 
(b) ~g(~Y) =/~clt"c~'Y), ~c~"°~Y)ls, abbreviated {ec,, ec,}, where, for each ulu2 in SEQ((U)), 
ecl(Ul,  u2[(UI C~)]) = u~(COx~ m and ec~(ul, u2[(UI C2)]) 
= 
(Thus, ec, concatenates x~ta) to u~(C~) and ec~ concatenates Y.u(m to u~(C2).) 
s We assume here an elementary knowledge of language theory. 
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(c) ~'~'Y)= {f~Y) , f~Y) , f~Y)} ,  abbreviated {fa~,fA~,fA~}, where, for each u in 
Dom((U)), f~, (u)=u(A~)+ 1, fA~(U)=u(A2), fA~(U)=O if u(A2)=O and u(C~)= 
u(C2),fA~(u) = 1 otherwise. (Thus, fAr "numbers' the computation tuple, fA~ keeps 
u(A2) constant, and fA~ tests for whether or not u(C~)= u(C2) when u(A2)= 0.) 
(d) .,~<&Y) = {(1, 0, 1, i, x,, y,), (1, 1, 1, i, x,, y,)ll i ~< n}. 
Now, let 3- be the set of all T (x 'y ) .  
For example, let 
u~ = (1, 1, 1, i~, xj,, y~), u2 = (2, 1, 1, i2, x~,x~ 2, yj, y~), 
u3 = (3, 1, 1, i3, xi, x~x 6, Y~Y~yi~). 
Then u~u2u3 is in VSEQ(T~'Y)). 
Our unsolvability result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Let (V)=(A~A~)(B)(C~C2) and ~>~1. It is recursively unsolvable to 
determine, for an arbitrary T (gy) in ~, each of the following statements: 
(a) whether or not T (~'y) is projectable over ( V); 
(b) whether or not T (~'y) is rank-~ projectable over (V) for given ft. 
Proof. We first show that the following three statements are equivalent. 
(1) There exists an integer k >>- 1 and a sequence i t , . . . ,  ik, 1 <<- is <~ n for each j, such 
that xi~ . • • xik = Yi~ • • • Y ik .  
(2) There is no CSS T' over (V), of rank ~, such that T' = Hv(T<gY)). 
(3) There is no CSS T' over (V) such that T '= Hv(T~'Y)). 
To do this, we shall prove that (1) implies (3), (3) implies (2), and (2) implies (1). 
Suppose (1) holds. Consider (3). We may assume, without loss of generality, that 
k is the smallest integer such that xi , . . ,  xi k =Yi~... Y~k. Let fi = u l . . .  uk+l and 
Ut~ t I u~ . . . Uk+~, where ik+~ = 1, 
ut = (1, O, 1 ,  iz, x~, . . . x i , ,  Yi~ . . . Y i , )  1 <~ 1 <~ k ,  
Uk+ 1 = (k+ 1, 0, 0, ik+l, Xi, . . .  Xik+,, Yi , . . .  Yik+l), 
u~ = (l, 1, 1, iz, x~,.., x~,, y~,.., y~) 1 ~< 1 ~< k + 1. 
It is readily seen that fi and u ~ are in VSEQ(Tt&Y)). Thus, UkUk+~ and U'kU'k+~ are in 
Interval(VSEQ(Tt~Y))). Clearly, Hv(Uk) = IIv(u'~). However, Uk+l(A3) = 0 # 1 = 
u'k+~(A3). By Lemma 2.3(a), there is no CSS T' over (V), of any rank, such that 
T '=I Iv (T ) .  Thus (3) holds, i.e., statement (1) implies (3). 
It is obvious that (3) implies (2). 
Now suppose that (2) holds but (1) does not. Then, for each k~ 1, there is no 
i l , . . . ,  ik such that x~,.., xi~ = yq. . .  Yi~. By definition of fa~, 
(4) fA3(U) = 1 for each u in Dom((U)). 
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Assume utu2 is in VSEQ(fA~), u'tu~ is in SEQ((U)) and Hv(UtU2) = llv(U'lU'2). Then, 
u'~(A3) = u2(A3) =fA~(Ul) 
=1 
t 
since ulu2 is in VSEQ(fA3) 
by (4) 
by (4). 
Thus, u]u~ is in VSEQ(fA3). Hence, 
VSEQ(fA3) is membership-A2-independent. (5) 
Clearly, 
(6) VSEQ(ec~),VSEQ(ec~),VSEQ(f&), and VSEQ(,Y) are membership-A2- 
independent, and 
(7) fA2 is a total function. 
By (5), (6), (7) and Theorem 3.2, there exists T' over (I0, of rank/;, such that 
T'=IIv(T(~Y)). Thus (2) does not hold, a contradiction. Therefore, (1) holds, i.e., 
(2) implies (1). 
Whether or not (1) holds is the Post Correspondence Problem, which is well 
known [3] to be recursively unsolvable. Hence, whether or not (2) holds or (3) 
holds is also recursively unsolvable. This, in turn, implies the recursive unsOlvability 
of(a) and (b). [] 
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